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Opioid overuse is complex and requires multifaceted solutions with two goals: Identify and help
individuals who are currently facing overuse and
misuse; and implement prevention strategies to
reverse the alarming trends. Both the downstream
turbulence and upstream opportunities must be
addressed. There is no one action or policy change
that suddenly will halt and reverse this crisis.
Research and changes to both practice and policy
are important strategies currently being implemented in Missouri. However, Missouri is the
only state without a prescription drug monitoring
program. Thus, providers, such as physicians and
pharmacists, are unable to verify suspicion that
a patient is abusing or misusing prescribed pain

Research
Although the trends of opioid overuse and
associated deaths are known, more information
is needed to guide policy and practice changes.
For example, babies born to mothers who have
used or abused opioids begin life in withdrawal.
Understanding the magnitude of a problem such
as this, could guide providers and policymakers.
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Between 2005 and 2014, Missouri recorded a
135 percent increase in the rate of inpatient
hospitalizations and emergency department
visits because of opioid overuse. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in
2014, 28,647 people in the U.S. and 1,067 people in
Missouri died from opioids, quadrupling the rate
since 2000.

medicine. The lack of a
PDMP is the single largest
gap in reversing the trend
in Missouri.
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In every community and in every social and economic strata, opioid abuse is a reality. Individuals
who are prescribed an opioid following a sports
injury or wisdom teeth extraction may suddenly
face the devastating spiral of addiction. What
begins as a prescribed opioid for acute pain, may
devolve into heroin use. Younger adolescents are
experimenting with prescribed medications from
parents and elders by hosting “Skittle or Pharm”
parties. Addicted women struggle to stay clean
during pregnancy to give their child a healthy
start, but many fail.
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Opioids: A Call to Action

As providers reduce the strength and duration
of prescribed opioids, it is important to monitor
heroin use to determine if individuals are moving
to a different substance that provides the same
euphoria and prevents withdrawal symptoms.

Educate and Support Practice Changes
In December 2015, MHA and other provider associations developed voluntary emergency department prescribing guidelines, which are available
on MHA’s website. Emergency departments are
not the nexus of the problem, yet, it is a setting
where individuals seeking opioids turn. Already in
June 2016, approximately 70 percent of hospitals
surveyed indicated they had adopted the new
guidelines.
Initial guidelines — highlighted in the March
edition of Trajectories — are underway to change
treatment and therapies differentiating short-term
acute from chronic pain. This is important because
research reveals that opioids are not as effective
for chronic pain as other treatment modalities, yet
commonly are prescribed.
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Finally, it is critical that patient assessments for
risk of overuse be incorporated routinely into
patient care. Chronic misuse may be missed and
thus left untreated.
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Policy Changes
Policy changes also are needed to address this
public health crisis. Immediate and long-term
treatment options must be available. Missouri
recently received the Opioid Overdose Prevention
grant from the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration to provide
resources for increased Naloxone access, an
antidote to treat individuals who have overdosed
and prevent immediate death. Providing this

medication to first responders and law enforcement is a positive step forward. Long-term treatment options, including methadone clinics, are
scarce and thus many are without access. More
treatment facilities and options are needed to treat
individuals and families.
Today, this crisis stands as a national call-toaction. In Missouri, the challenge is greater without a PDMP. Among the many notable strategies
to reduce opioid overuse, none is more essential
than a PDMP to inform physicians and pharmacists. Concerned Missourians must come together
to advocate for PDMP programs; a tool deemed
essential for providers in every other state.

A MESSAGE FROM

Jeffrey Johnston, President
Mercy Hospital St. Louis
A prescription drug monitoring program is the cornerstone of our effort to battle the
opioid epidemic in Missouri. Without this important electronic tool, our physicians
will continue to struggle to differentiate between drug dealers posing as patients and
legitimate patients with serious medical problems requiring strong pain medication or undiagnosed
addiction disorders. Missouri remains the only state in the union that does not have a program in place
through state legislative action. The PDMP concept has a long track record of privacy and security as it
functions in the other 49 states.
This spring, Sam Page, M.D., a Mercy anesthesiologist and St. Louis County councilman, sponsored legislation to create a PDMP for St. Louis County. Mercy actively engaged in the process, along with all major
health systems, and supported the successful passage of the county ordinance. Page has worked on the
issue since 2004, when he served in the state legislature. As a result of the ordinance’s passage, one million
Missourians living in St. Louis County are now covered by the program.
The best answer to the opioid epidemic is a PDMP that covers the entire state of Missouri. The unique
approach taken by St. Louis County is cumbersome, but unfortunately the only way to accomplish the
task with our current legislative environment. We have concerns that patients with addiction disorders or
drug-seeking behavior will migrate to jurisdictions without a PDMP in place. While we are pleased that
several other counties across the state are choosing to join the PDMP, the best overall solution remains a
statewide PDMP.
St. Louis County has contracted with Appriss, the PDMP vendor in 25 states, and has created a unique
model that allows the remaining areas of Missouri to join. To date, St. Louis City, St. Charles County and
Jackson County have passed legislation to join the St. Louis County program. Other areas in Missouri
have indicated an intent to join, and we anticipate that half the population of Missouri will be served by
the first class PDMP operated through the St. Louis County Department of Public Health by the end of
the year. Interested local jurisdictions should contact Page at 314/615-5437.
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2016 ELECTION OUTCOMES AND IMPLICATIONS
By Daniel Landon, Missouri Hospital Association

Partisan control of the Missouri General Assembly essentially stayed the same, with 117 Republicans and
46 Democrats in the House of Representatives, and 25 Republicans and nine Democrats in the 34-member
Senate. A Republican senator was elected Lieutenant Governor; his reliably Republican seat will become
vacant and be filled by a special election.
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The new federal and Missouri political landscape means that an expansion of Missouri Medicaid eligibility as authorized by the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 is improbable. Already
disinclined to support Medicaid expansion, Missouri Republican politicians know President-elect Donald
Trump is expressing support for legislation to repeal significant components of the ACA. With a supportive
president, a congressional enactment to repeal all or much of the ACA will be signed into law. There were, and
are, insufficient votes in Congress to override a presidential veto of an ACA repeal. The November election
makes a partial repeal of the ACA very likely, if not a certainty.
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The election of Republican Eric Greitens as Missouri’s next governor enhances the likelihood that Republican
legislative priorities will be signed into law. They include “right to work” legislation to prohibit mandatory
participation in a labor union and tort reform legislation to revise standards for liability lawsuits. The General
Assembly previously enacted these bills, but they were vetoed by Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon and the General
Assembly failed to override the vetoes. The alignment of a Republican state legislature and governor also is
expected to favor new laws to revamp executive branch regulatory powers.
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The 2016 election resulted in Republicans retaining control of the Missouri and U.S. House of Representatives
and Senate, and winning the Missouri governorship and U.S. presidency. The Missouri congressional delegation will have the same seven Republicans and three Democrats. Overall, Republicans have 241 seats in the
U.S. House and Democrats have 194. In the U.S. Senate, Republicans have 52 seats and Democrats 46 seats,
with two Independents who caucus with the Democrats.

Missouri Republicans will watch carefully to see how Congress and the new president reshape the health
policy landscape. The mantra of those supporting repeal of the ACA has been “repeal and replace.” However,
at present it is unclear what will be put forward as a replacement. President-elect Trump’s website describing
the transition to his inauguration includes brief references promoting high-risk health insurance pools, health
savings accounts coupled with health insurance coverage, new regulatory standards for interstate sale of
health insurance, and modernization of Medicare.
The details of legislation to define the Republicans’ health policy landscape likely will be crafted by Congress
in consultation with the White House. For example, U.S. House Speaker Paul Ryan previously developed a
Medicare reform proposal based on a premium support model.
The prospect of federal Medicaid financing being converted to state “block grants” is being discussed, with
few details of design or implementation. In general, Medicaid block grants would award each state a capped
amount of federal funding, with greater flexibility to design and implement its Medicaid program.
It is unclear how Congress will revamp the Medicaid program, but all indications point to a concerted effort
to do so. However, passing the federal laws to accomplish the change will require some bipartisan engagement. Current U.S. Senate procedures dictate that complex or controversial legislation must receive 60 affirmative votes at key points in the legislative process. The Senate is expected to retain those procedures.
If significant portions of the ACA are repealed and replaced with new laws and programs, MHA will be working to ensure that Missouri is treated equitably and in a way that recognizes the state’s innovative approach to
financing its Medicaid program.
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MHA INSTALLS CHAIR AND RECOGNIZES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Julie L. Quirin, Steven C. Bjelich and
Herb B. Kuhn

Ranee C. Brayton and
Herb B. Kuhn

Jeffrey A. Johnston and
Herb B. Kuhn

At this year’s 94th Annual Convention & Trade Show,
Steven C. Bjelich, President and CEO of Saint Francis
Healthcare System in Cape Girardeau, Mo., was
awarded the Distinguished Service Award for his
leadership, advocacy and commitment to health
care. The award is the highest honor given by MHA.
Ranee C. Brayton, MBA, BSN, FACHE, CEO of
Northeast Regional Medical Center in Kirksville, Mo.,
and Jeffrey A. Johnston, President of Mercy Hospital
St. Louis, received the 2016 Visionary Leadership
Award. Brayton was recognized for her commitment
to the community and excellent patient care. Johnston
was recognized for his leadership and positive impact
on Mercy Hospital’s culture through improving patient
safety and quality. Patrick E. Carron, MHA, FACHE,
President and CEO of Perry County Health System in
Perryville, Mo., was installed as the 2017 chair of the
MHA Board of Trustees. Carron joined Perry County
Memorial Hospital as Vice President of Operations
and Assistant Administrator in 1993, and was selected
to lead the health system in 2005. Claude Cox, the 2016
Trustee of the Year, was featured in the fall issue of
Trustee Matters.

MHA’s S.A.F.E.R. Initiative
Hospitals increasingly are
being recognized as the
center of communities’
preparedness, safety
and community health
improvement activities.
MHA’s S.A.F.E.R. Initiative is designed to help
hospitals improve safety in the care environment,
among staff and in the community. The goal in
assembling these resources is to create a one-stop
shop for tools and best practices that support
safe hospitals and strengthen the resilience of
communities.
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S.A.F.E.R. offers an expanding set of resources
under five pillars: safety programs, approaches
to safer care, facts to inform decision-making,
educational programming and regulatory
requirements. MHA’s regulatory, quality
improvement and emergency preparedness and
safety staff are coordinating to find, build and
deliver information to support hospitals’ efforts on
and off campus. Learn more at mhanet.com.

2016 POLITICAL ACTION
CAMPAIGN RESULTS
HEALTHPAC Goal — $100,000
Contributions — $102,363
AHAPAC Goal — $51,700
Contributions — $51,700
Thanks to MHA’s 2016 PAC campaign
contributors who demonstrated their
understanding of this important component
of MHA’s advocacy program. More than
600 individuals from 61 Missouri hospitals
and health systems contributed to this year’s
campaign.
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